S-2
. Independent factors of the 2³ full factorial design (DoE 1) and the corresponding experimental averaged results for zeta potential (ZP) in mV and hydrodynamic radius (Radius) in nm, whereby 3 factors were defined: protein addition (qualitative; PRO), concentration of glutathione (quantitative, 1 to 10 mg*mL -1 ; GLU) and the number of purification steps (quantitative, 1 to 10; PUR).
Values in blot were excluded from the model analysis as outliers.
Factors Responses
Exp No Run Order PRO GLU PUR ZP Radius S-5 Table S5 . Independent factors of the central composite face-centered design (CCF; DoE 2) and the corresponding experimental averaged results for zeta potential (ZP) in mV and hydrodynamic radius (Radius) in nm, whereby 2 factors were defined:
concentration of glutathione (quantitative, 1 to 10 mg*mL -1 ; GLU) and the number of purification steps (quantitative, 1 to 5; PUR).
Exp No Run Order GLU PUR ZP Radius Response contour plots for zeta potential (ZP, left) in mV and hydrodynamic particle radius (Radius, right) in nm with constant protein addition (yes). (C) Extended coefficients plots of scaled and centered coefficients for zeta potential (ZP, left) in mV and hydrodynamic particle radius (Radius, right) in nm including significant 2 factor interactions, whereby R2 refers to goodness of fit, N indicates the number of experiments and DF refers to degrees of freedom. Coefficient plots were calculated using a confidence interval of 95%. 
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